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Abstract—In this paper, we present accuracy-time efficient
hyperparameter optimization (HPO) using advantage actor-
critic (A2C)-based reinforcement learning (RL) and early
stopping in OpenAI Gym environment. The A2C RL can
improve the hyperparameter selection such that the resulting
accuracy of machine learning (ML) algorithms including
XGBoost, support vector classifier (SVC), random forest
shows comparable. According to the specified accuracy of
the ML algorithms, the early stopping scheme can save the
computation cost. Ten standard datasets are used to valid
the accuracy-time efficient HPO. Experimental results show
that the presented accuracy-efficient HPO architecture can
improve 0.77% accuracy on average compared with default
hyperparameter for random forest. The early stopping can
save 64% computation cost on average compared to without
early stopping for random forest.

Index Terms—Actor-Critic, Hyperparameter optimization,
Reinforcement learning, Accuracy-time efficiency, early stop-
ping

I. INTRODUCTION

Machine learning (ML) [1] [2] is the core technology to
achieve artificial intelligence (AI) era. Due to wide atten-
tion and attraction of ML, many researches built different
ML frameworks such as Auto-Scikit-learn [3], Auto-Weka
[4], and SMAC [5]. The ML learning and inference
performance is driven by the data type and quality [6].
Specifically, these data evolve the ML model parameters
with frozen hyperparameters. During the process of data
training, model parameters can be modified. However, the
hyperparameters must be set before training and cannot
be changed during training [7]. As we know that the
values of hyperparameters significantly affect the ML
performance; thus, hyperparameter tuning [8] is necessary
for ML training. Traditionally, the manual hyperparameter
tuning is operated; however, this way costs efforts and
time without clear guidelines due to the huge number of
hyperparameters. Currently, the automatic hyperparameter
tuning or HPO [3] is the main research trend in this field.

There exist HPO systems such as Vizier [9], RayTune
[10], CHOPT [11] and Optuna [12], where most different

HPO methods are supported. The gird search method [13]
and random search method [14] are most well known
HPO methods. The former one uses all combinations
of hyperparameters to fully search the best candidate of
hyperparameters, but this method is time consuming. The
later one randomly selects the pre-defined hyperparameter;
thus, the searching speed is faster than the grid search
method, but local minimum issue exists.

In order to overcome small and low-dimensional
search space, the Bayesian optimization method [15] and
gradient-based method [16] are developed. However, these
methods still show intensive computations. RL technique
is commonly employed within HPO-related studies. In
[17], Zhao et al. applied RL to optimize searching strategy
in artificial bee colony algorithm. Zahavy et al. [18]
focused on meta gradient RL for off-policy corrections.
Liu et al. [19] proposed an LSTM network to decrease
the high computational cost in the HPO problem. Fairee et
al. [20] used RL based approaches for neural architecture
searching.

Early stopping has been studied in many different
HPO problems. Belakaria et al. [21] introduced an early
stopping mechanism in deep neural network scenario by
adopting the Bayesian optimization technique. Li et al.
[22] focused on accelerating random search through early
stopping. Muñoz et al. [23] introduced early stopping for
the HPO of ML algorithms. Gomez et al. [24] applied
early stopping in deep meta-RL to neural architecture
search.

A few existing works use actor critic network and early
stopping to solve HPO problem. In [25], Heinrich et al.
adopted GPU-based asynchronous advantage actor critic
network (GA3C) and early stopping for parallel issue in
deep RL. In this paper, we are applying the A2C-based RL
[26] and early stopping to perform HPO in ML algorithm.

The main contributions of this paper are described as
follows.

1) In this paper, we apply OpenAI Gym to build the RL
agent and environment. The agent issues an action
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TABLE I: Hyperparameter domain [27]

No Domain Search Space Range
1 numerical {Ω,O}
2 categorical {”cat1”, ”cat2”,”...”, ”catn” }

to tune the hyperparameters of the environment. The
tuned hyperparameters are used for ML model train-
ing, validation and testing. The output the ML model
is used to decide whether to enable early stopping to
save the computation.

2) In our work, we explore performance using A2C
network and early stopping among 10 datasets, four
different search methods and three ML algorithms. To
the best of our knowledge, the A2C algorithm plus
early stopping haven’t been used to solve HPO in ML
algorithms yet.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses our proposed system architecture. Performance
evaluation results are shown in Section III. Finally, Section
IV remarks the conclusions and future works.

II. PROPOSED ACCURACY-TIME EFFICIENT
HPO SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In our research, we adopt the HPO’s scenario and
equations/notations presented in [28] as environment in
the RL system. The object function is shown in Eq.(1).

λ∗ = argmax
λ∈Λ

E(Dtrain,Dvalid)∽DA(Aλ,Dtrain,Dvalid)

(1)
where A denotes an ML algorithm with N hyperparam-
eters denoted by Aλ and λ ∈ Λ. Dtrain denotes the
training data, while Dvalid denotes the validation data.
The hyperparameter configuration space is denoted by
Λ = Λ1 × Λ2 × ...ΛN where Λi denotes the i−th hy-
perparameter’s search space and × represents the cartesian
product. In Table I [27], the hyperparameter has two types

Fig. 1: Presented an accuracy-time efficient system archi-
tecture

TABLE II: Model Search Space [29] [27]

Model Hyperparameter Type Search Space Scale Default

Random Forest

bootstrap boolean True, False - True
criterion category gini, entropy, log loss - gini
min samples split integer [2, 100] 4 4
n estimators integer [100, 1200] 100 100
max features category auto, sqrt, log2 - sqrt
min samples leaf integer [2,100] 4 4

SVC
C float [0.1, 2.0] 0.1 1
kernel category linear, poly, rbf - rbf
gamma category scale, auto - scale

XGBoost

colsample bylevel float [0.5,1.0] 0.1 0.5
colsample bytree float [0.5,1.0] 0.1 0.5
gamma float [0.05,1.0] 0.01 0.05
learning rate float [0.01,0.1] 0.01 0.01
max depth integer [3,25] 1 3
min child weight integer [1,9] 2 1
n estimators integer [100,1200] 10 100
reg alpha float [0.1,1.0] 0.1 0.1
reg lambda float [0.01,1.0] 0.01 0.01
subsample float [0.5,1.0] 0.1 0.5

of domain search spaces, numeric value (integer or float)
and category. Herein, the hyperparameter is classified into
two categories, the numeric type including integer and
float, and the category type including the binary and
category data. For the numeric type, the total action space
is 3n and the category type depends on the n possible
value in the certain hyperparameter.

Considering A2C RL and early stopping, we present our
proposed accuracy-time efficient HPO system architecture
as shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, there are three main modules
including the RL agent module, environment module, and
memory module. Herein, we adopt the OpenAI Gym [30]
toolkit which is a Python-based environment to build and
train RL agents. In the RL agent module, we adopt the
A2C during the training phase. The testing data is used
to infer the results. Herein, the early stopping scheme is
used to save the computation according to the test result
accuracy. The outputs of the environment including states
(a list of hyperparameter values), action (hyperparameter
tuning), and reward (accuracy of the ML model) feed
into the memory unit module. The agent module interacts
with environment module iteratively until the performance
meets the early stopping criterion. In our system architec-
ture, we implement Cartesian product algorithm [31] to
generate the list of our actions. The list of action a from
the agent is processed based on the hyperparameter data
type. The overall operation steps in Fig. 1 are described
as follows:

Step 1: Sample (st, at) using the policy πθ from the
actor network.

Step 2: Train an ML model with the selected hyperpa-
rameters on the training data Dtrain.

Step 3: Verify the ML model on the validation data
Dval.

Step 4: Test the ML model to obtain the accuracy on the
testing data Dtest as a reward signal.

Step 5: If the accuracy meets the early stopping crite-
rion, the overal processes will be terminated. If
no, go to Step 6.

Step 6: Evaluate the advantage function At in the critic
network [32].
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(c) SVC

Fig. 2: HPO performance for 10 classification datasets using baseline, grid search, random search, and A2C-based RL
on three algorithms.
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Fig. 3: HPO performance of A2C-based RL for the random forest algorithm with and without early stopping.
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(c) Time efficient: SVC

Fig. 4: Top 3 number of datasets ranked by time efficiency among three different searching methods and three ML
algorithms.

Step 7: Evaluate the gradient and update the policy
parameters in the actor network [32].

Step 8: Update the weights of the critic network [32].
Then go back to Step 1 until the optimal policy
πθ is obtained.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, the experimental results are shown and
discussed to validate our proposed system architecture in
Fig. 1. We apply the proposed method to tune the hy-
perparameters in three well-known ML models including
Random Forest [27], XGBoost Classifier (XGB) [33] and
SVC [27]. We compared our method with the default
hyperparameters (no tuning), grid search and random
search methods. Table II shows the search space of each
algorithm. We set up the algorithms as our environment
and test on 10 different datasets, respectively. The datasets
are selected from Kaggle and UCI ML repository as
shown in Table III. These datasets focuses on classification
problems. In this experiment, the dataset D is splitted into

Dtrain,Dvalid, and Dtest with the following ratio 60%,
20%, 20% respectively.

As shown in Fig. 2, HPO results in terms of accuracy
can be improved compared with no-tuning and random
search methods or closed to that of grid search method
even though grid search uses all possibility of hyperpa-
rameter range. For random forest in Fig.2(a), XGBoost
in Fig.2(b), and SVC in Fig.2(c), the corresponding ac-
curacies can be improved by 0.77%, 0.69%, and 0.60%,
respectively. Next, we evaluate the accuracy performance
and time efficiency considering the early stopping scheme
and without early stopping scheme as a baseline. Herein,
we take the random forest algorithm for demonstration.
Fig. 3(a) shows even though there is an accuracy reduction
around 1.25% on average, the early stopping scheme can
save the computational cost around 64% as shown in
Fig. 3(b).

Finally, we evaluate the four methods in terms of top
3 ranking time efficiency by counting the number of
datasets as shown in Fig. 4. Obviously, the presented
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TABLE III: Datasets Name

No Dataset Name Tasks
d1 Default of credit card clients [34] Classification
d2 Date Fruit Datasets [35] Classification
d3 Fashion MNIST [36] Multiclass Classification
d4 Taiwanese Bankruptcy Prediction Dataset [37] Classification
d5 Portuguese Bank Marketing Dataset [38] Classification
d6 UCI ML Drug Review dataset [39] Classification, Regression, Clustering
d7 UCI Adult Census Data Dataset [40] [41] Classification
d8 Census Income Data Set [41] Classification
d9 Diabetes Health Indicators Dataset [42] Classification
d10 Climate Model Simulation Crashes Dataset [43] Classification

A2C RL method can attain the rank 1 time efficiency
among three ML algorithms and 10 datasets. From Figs.
2, 3, 4, the grid search method can achieve the best
accuracy result but leads to the largest amount of time.
The random search is vice versa. Generally, the presented
HPO using A2C RL and early stopping scheme is able to
achieve better tradeoff performance considering accuracy
and time efficiency among 10 datasets and three machine
learning algorithms compared with other three methods.
This proves that A2C RL with early stopping can be a
good solution to develop the auto ML framework.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this work, the following contributions are attained.
1) Present an accuracy-time efficient HPO using A2C-
based RL and early stopping. 2) Detailed evaluation and
simulation results are discussed within ten datasets for
three ML algorithms by four searching methods. Through
the system architecture and evaluation results, the better
tradeoff HPO can be achieved. In the near future, this
architecture and simulation can be explored further in
different ML algorithms, searching methods, early stop-
ping criterions, and more datasets for various intelligent
applications.
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